
Shooting advertising

Promotional video - this is one of the most effective ways to talk about yourself, your products,
services and offers. First, it ensures a high hit ratio in the target audience. Second, helping to
break away from competitors. Third, support brand awareness. By making commercials you
should be approached very carefully to live up your expectations.      

  

Thus, creation of commercials starts with an idea. It must be absolutely unique, not like the
others, especially competitors, well remembered, and give only positive emotions and good
association. Therefore, the idea must be approached very seriously and you should not regret
spending your time and effort.

  

After that comes a point storyboards, in other words - making the preliminary sketches for the
major commercial plans. Based on the storyboards the shooting process  starts.

  

When the preliminary sketches prepared, comes the turn of the casting for artists, which will
embody the idea of the screen. Promotional video must  affect the feelings of the audience,
touch the soul, inspire for  great emotions. A good actor should play his role perfect. It is
important, and actor must use all his charisma, and show the idea in a way that it does not
leave indifferent audience.

  

Finally, after this comes the process of filming a commercial. It is very important to make an
account : location of shooting, decorations, costumes, quality equipment, lighting. Plus all this
proces can not do without editing, graphics, dubbing works and author's music.

  

Production of commercials - is a lengthy and laborious process. However, qualitatively 
commercials - it's a real piece of art which pleases the eye, touches the soul and gives  good
emotion. And it's worth all the effort!

  

Create a  commercial is  a complex of  process that requires coordination with the customer so
many aspects. Sometimes the client does not know  he wants to get, and only right questions
can help determine the right direction in future work.
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Shooting advertising

Order commercial shoot you can  on our website or by telephone.
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